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A parameter p for hypergraphs generalizing the cyclomatic number of graphs is 
defined. Theorem: a hypergraph has ,U = 0 if and only if its edges maximal with 
respect to inclusion are the cliques of a triangulated graph. The equality p= 0 
immediately implies an inequality previously proved by L. Lovasz and by P. 
Hansen and M. Las Vergnas for more restricted classes of hypergraphs. 
P. Hansen and M. Las Vergnas have shown in [6] that if a connected 
(finite) hypergraph H has no cycles with length >3 then the following 
inequality holds: 
‘s (IEI - s(H)) <
EEH I I u E - dW, (*I EEH 
where s(H) is the maximum of JE n E’I for E, E’ two different edges of H. 
In the case s(H) & 2 this inequality is due to L. Lovasz [8] (cf. [ 1, Chap. 17, 
Theorem 11). 
A different proof of (*) was subsequently given by M. Lewin [7] by 
proving a certain equality for hypergraphs without cycles of length 23, from 
which (*) follows. 
In the present paper we introduce a parameter ,U generalizing the 
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cyclomatic number of graphs to hypergraphs and characterize the 
hypergraphs with p= 0 (Theorem 2). This characterization contains as 
corollaries [7] Theorem 2 (which is ,U = 0 for hypergraphs without cycles of 
length 23) and the theorem of [6]. 
Notations. We use the terminology of [ 11. 
We denote by WE the partial hypergraph of H obtained by deleting the 
edge E, and by H\x the subhypergraph obtained by deleting the vertex x 
(H\x is the hypergraph consisting of all non-empty edges E - {x}, E E H). 
We denote by ] HJ the number of edges of H. 
Let H be a (finite) hypergraph. We denote by L,,,(H) the weighted inter- 
section graph of H. The vertex set of L,,,(H) is the edge set of H. Two 
vertices E, E’ of L,(H) are joined by an edge with weight IE n E’ ) if 
E n E’ # 0, and are disjoint otherwise. 
Let w(H) be the maximal weight of a forest of L,,,(H) (this parameter was 
introduced in [6]). We define 
p(H)= s IEl- 
EEH 
We observe that when H is a graph (without loops or multiple edges) p(H) 
is the usual cyclomatic number. The relevance of p with respect to inequality 
(*) is given by the following lemma (implicit in [7]): 
LEMMA (*). A hypergruph H with p(H) = 0 satisfies (*). 
ProoJ It follows immediately from the definition of w(H) that w(H) < 
(IHI - 1) WO W ore precisely w(H) Q (IHI - c(H)) s(H) if H has c(H) 
connected components.) If p(H) = 0 we have w(H) = CEEH (El - 1 u,,, El < 
WI - 1) SW). 
PROPOSITION 1. For any hypergruph H we have p(H) > 0. 
Proposition 1 follows immediately by induction on the number of edges 
from Lemma 1.1: 
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose the edge E, of H has degree 1 in a forest of L,,,(H) 
of weight w(H). Then p(HjE,) <p(H). 
Proof. Let E, be an edge of H with degree 1 in a forest A of L,,,(H) with 
weight w(H), and let E, be the unique edge of H adjacent to E, in A. The 
forest obtained from A by deleting E, has weight w(H) - 1 E, n E 1 ); hence 
w(H’) > w(H) - ) E, n E, I, where H’ = H\E,. We have 
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,u(H)= Y- /El- 
E’;;I 
=,u(H’)+IEol- IE,\,,Ei +w(H’)-w(H) 
We recall that a graph (undirected, without loops or multiple edges) is 
said to be triangulated if every elementary cycle has a chord. Triangulated 
graphs have been considered by several authors: for a recent survey see [4]. 
A clique of a graph G is a set of vertices pairwise adjacent in G, and 
maximal with respect to inclusion with this property. 
The 2-section H(,, of a hypergraph H is the graph on the vertex set of H 
having for edges all 2-element sets of vertices contained in an edge of H. 
THEOREM 2. A finite hypergraph H has p(H) = 0 if and only if Ho, is a 
triangulated graph and the set of edges of H maximal with respect to 
inclusion is the set of cliques of H(,, . 
We say for short that a hypergraph such that H,,, is triangulated and the 
set of edges of H maximal with respect to inclusion is the set of cliques of 
H12,, is a T-hypergraph. 
The following lemma is a reformulation of a well-known property of 
triangulated graphs, first proved (implicitly) by G. Dirac in [3]: a 
triangulated graph has a simplicial vertex (see [ 5, p. 2131 for a short proof 
of this property, due to P. Kas and A. Frank). 
LEMMA 2.1. A T-hypergraph has two edges comparable for inclusion or 
has a vertex of degree 1 (i.e., belonging to exactly one edge). 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose two dl@erent edges E,, E, of a hypergraph H are 
such that E, c E, . Then ,u(H\E,) = p(H). 
ProoJ It suffices to show that w(H) = w(H’) + IE,I, where H’ = WE,,. 
Consider a forest A’ of L,(H’) with weight w(H’). The forest of L,(H) 
obtained from A’ by adding the vertex E, and the edge (E,, E,} has weight 
w(H’) + IE, 1; hence w(H) > w(H’) + JE,I. 
To prove the reverse inequality, by Lemma 1.1 it sufftces to show that 
there exists a forest of L,(H) with weight w(H) in which E, has degree 1. 
Let A be a forest of L,(H) with weight w(H). If {E,, E, } is not an edge of 
A we form another forest of L,(H) by deleting {E,, E2} from A and adding 
(E,, E,}, where E, is the edge of H adjacent to E, in the shortest chain of A 
joining E, and E, . This forest also has weight w(H) since IE, f7 E, 1 = lEo I> 
lE,nE,I. 
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Hence we may suppose that {E,, E,] is an edge of A. If E, is adjacent to 
an edge E # E, of H we form another forest of L,,,(H) by deleting (E,, E i 
from A and adding {E, E,]. This forest also has weight w(H) since 
lEnE,l> lEnE,l. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose a hypergraph H contains a vertex x, of degree 1. 
Then W’w,) = P(H). 
The proof is immediate. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let H be a hypergraph with p(H) = 0. Let E, be an edge of 
H of degree 1 in a forest of L,(H) with weight w(H). Then E, is contained in 
another edge of H or contains a vertex of degree 1. 
Proof. Consider the proof of Lemma 111 under the additional hypothesis 
p(H) = 0. Since p(H’) > 0 (by Proposition 1) we have ,a(H) =,u(H’) = 0; 
hence l&\UEEH~ El = b%\E,I. 
If IEo\U,,w EJ # 0 E, contains a vertex of degree 1. 
*f lE,\U,w EJ=JE,\E,J=O we have E,EE,. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is by induction on CE EH ] E 1. Small cases 
are trivial. By Lemma 2.1 if H is a T-hypergraph, respectively by Lemma 2.4 
if p(H) = 0, there exist two edges E,, E, such that E, E E, or there exists a 
vertex x,, of degree 1. Set H’ = H/E, in the first case, H’ = H\x, in the 
second case. Clearly H’ is a T-hypergraph if and only if H is a T- 
hypergraph. On the other hand p(H’) =,a(H) by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. By the 
induction hypothesis H’ is a T-hypergraph if and only if ,a(H’) = 0; hence 
also H is a T-hypergraph if and only if p(H) = 0. 
By a theorem of Gilmore (cf. [ 1, Chap. 17, Theorem 21) the edges 
maximal with respect to inclusion of a hypergraph H are the cliques of a 
graph if and only if for any three edges E,, E,, E, of H there is an edge 
containing (E, fY EJ U (E, n E,) U (E, n E,). Hence T-hypergraphs have 
the following characterization [2]: 
A hypergraph H is a T-hypergraph g and only if: 
(i) for any three edges E,, E,, E, there is an edge E, containing 
(E, n E,) u (E, n EJ U 6% n EA and 
(ii) given any cycle of H (x,, E,, x2, E, ,..., x&, E,, x,) with k 2 3 there 
is an edge E of H containing three vertices xi,, xi*, Xi,. 
The proof is left to the reader. 
Note that all subhypergraphs of a T-hypergraph are T-hypergraphs. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let H be a hypergraph. The following properties are 
equivalent: 
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(i) H and all its partial hypergraphs (hence all its partial 
subhypergraphs) are T-hypergraphs, 
(ii) in every cycle of H (x, , E,, x2, E, ,..., xk, E,, x1) with k > 3, there 
is an edge Ei containing three vertices xi,, xi2, xiJ. 
(iii) given any three edges E, , E,, E, of H at least one contains the 
intersection of the other two. 
Proof. (i) implies (ii): Suppose (ii) is not satistied and consider the 
partial hypergraph H’ of H defined by E,, Ez,..., E,. If k = 3 H’ is not a T- 
hypergraph since none of its edges contains the three vertices x,, x2, x3 
pairwise adjacent in H;,,. If k > 4 H’ is not a T-hypergraph since the cycle 
( Xl 3 x2 ,***, xk, xi) of H;,, has no chords; hence H;,, is not triangulated. 
(ii) implies (iii): Suppose (iii) is not satisfied. Let x, E (E, n E3)\E2, 
x2 E (E, 17 E&Z,, x3 f (E, n E,)\E, ; then no edge of the cycle (xi, E,, 
x2, E,, x3, E,,x,) contains xi, x2, x3. 
(iii) immediately implies (i) by the above characterization. 
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